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*Includes pictures *Includes online resources and a bibliography for further reading "Look out for Number One. If you don't, no one else will. If
a man is dumb, someone is going to get the best of him, so why not you? If you don't, you're as dumb as he is." - Arnold Rothstein Sprightly
swing music spills across the dimly lit club. The grayish curtains of cigarette smoke part every once in a while to reveal a sparkling stage and
tables upon tables of patrons, some incurably inebriated and others high on the fast-paced nightlife. Fabulous flappers in shimmery cocktail
dresses and stylish feather headbands throw their hands up and stomp their feet to the addictive beat on the dance floor. Smartly dressed
men, their hair neatly parted and slicked back, toss fistfuls of dice onto the plush green baize of the craps tables. Some hover over roulette
wheels, staring intently at the spinning flashes of silver, while others finger their playing cards as they sip on tumblers of whiskey, eyeing both
the river and the tower of tokens next to them. Frisky tunes, chic fashion, and American gambling are nostalgic, rose-tinted images most
choose to project when visualizing the Roaring Twenties, but the other side of the coin brought an uninviting, much harsher reality that most
would prefer to sweep under the rug. The first real estate bubble was on the brink of bursting, and progress was evident, but painfully slow,
which gave way to yet another era of violent riots, lynchings, and other forms of oppression imposed on minorities. Then, of course, there
were mobsters. Remove the silk three-piece suits, burnished Tommy guns, and obscene stacks of cash from the equation, and one would be
left with limp, bullet-ridden bodies either slumped over their steering wheels or sprawled out like broken rag dolls on the floors of public
establishments, the walls painted with blood spatters and shattered glass littered about. These, they say, are the lucky ones, for their
corpses, though laid out as a public message, provide the deceased's loved ones with some form of closure. Over the decades, dozens
involved in this deadly game disappeared altogether, never again to see the light of day. One of the most integral members of that criminal
underworld was Arnold Rothstein, the archetype of the old school mobster. He was intelligent, charming, well-spoken, grotesquely wealthy,
and a sharp dresser, often pictured with a patterned bowtie and a flat-top fedora snugly fit over his receding hairline. And yet, he was nothing
like the stereotypical mobster; Arnold was not a drinker or smoker, and he was not one to be tempted by illicit substances. He was a
notorious high roller, with pockets holding wads of $100 bills, but to the casual eye, he was just another dapper, well-mannered gentleman
who frequented the tracks and casinos after a long day at the office. In addition to his aversion to the aforementioned vices, Rothstein never
chewed gum or cursed (at least in public). He snacked on figs and fruits, and he was equipped with an insatiable sweet tooth. Affectionately
nicknamed the "Cookie Monster" by his loved ones, Rothstein adored cookies of all kinds - which he washed down with a glass of milk every
evening before bed - and constantly ate cakes, pies, and all sorts of desserts. Perhaps not surprisingly given his vocation, Rothstein was a
man of routine, and while he was firmly entrenched in the seamy underbelly of society, he was a lone wolf, more of a mentor and an adviser
than he was a vicious thug who wreaked havoc in the streets. Moreover, he was not particularly aggressive, to the extent that he was only
alleged to have committed physical assault a handful of times, if that. Arnold Rothstein: The Life and Legacy of the Notorious Mob Kingpin
Accused of Fixing the World Series profiles how Rothstein rose to the top of the criminal underworld, and all the controversies that ensued.
Discover the unique fusion of flavours that Sicilian food has to offer and bring some Mediterranean sunshine into your own kitchen. Sicily is a
beguiling place and its prominent position has led to repeated conquests over the centuries, which has left an extraordinary cultural legacy
and a reputation as the melting pot of the Mediterranean. The island’s unique food is bright, earthy and suffused with the intensity of the
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Sicilian sun. Juicy tomatoes, the island’s own fragrant olive oil, wild fennel and citrus fruits are all staple ingredients. Here you’ll discover
authentic recipes for the best food Sicily has to offer including antipasti, vibrant salads, light soups and pasta dishes. Delicious meat and fish
recipes feature Sarde a Beccaficco (stuffed sardines), and Abbacchio alla Cacciatovia (pan-fried Spring lamb with herb and anchovy sauce).
Sicilians notoriously have a sweet tooth and are among the best dessert-makers in Italy. Indulge in Pistachio Gelato, Cannoli (pastry tubes
filled with sweetened ricotta) and possibly Sicily’s most famous export, Cassata.
A young boy runs away from home to rescue an abused baby dragon held captive to serve as a free twenty-four hour, seven-days-a-week
ferry for the lazy wild animals living on Wild Island.
Kitchen Heat records in woman's language the charm and bite of domestic life. Ava Leavell Haymon's poems form a collection of Household
Tales, unswerving and unsentimental, serving up the strenuous intimacies, children, meals, pets, roused memories, outrages, and solaces of
marriage and family. Some of the poems are comic, such as "Conjugal Love Poem," about a wife who resists giving her husband the pity he
seeks when complaining about a cold. Others find myth and fairy tale lived out in contemporary setting, with ironic result. Others rename the
cast of characters: husband and wife become rhinoceros and ox; a carpool driver, the ominous figure Denmother.An elderly female is Old
Grandmother, who creates time and granddaughters from oyster stew. The humidity of Deep South summers and steam from Louisiana
recipes contribute to a simmering language, out of which people and images emerge and into which they dissolve again. Denmother went to
college in the 60s, could pin your ears back at a cocktail party. Her laugh had an edge to it, and her yard was always cut.She grew twisted
herbs in the flower beds, hid them like weeks among dumpy marigolds. The wolfsbane killed the pansies before they bloomed much.She'd
look at you real straight and talk about nuclear power plants or abortion. At home alone she boiled red potatoes all night to make the primitive
starch that holds up the clouds. -- "Denmother's Conversation"
Discover a new way to nourish your body with these delightful and original vegan recipes. Eating vegan meals is a healthy and delicious
choice to make, and more and more people are beginning to care for their bodies by only consuming foods free of animal products and not
derived from animal labor. Not only is veganism good for your health, it is also a way to live that is easy on your wallet and ecologically
conscientious. For those with special dietary needs and weight-control concerns, veganism offers wonderful meals composed entirely of
grains, fruits, vegetables, legumes, and other kinds of plant-based proteins. While preparing vegan meals can be a challenge, there are
numerous recipes at your disposal. Some of the most exciting and unique recipes are included in Vegan Delights. Toni Rodríguez, a
renowned Spanish chef and passionate vegan, offers some of his favorite and most delicious dishes for you to try, including: Mushroom and
nut pâté Seitan piccata with creamy spinach Shiitake and artichoke risotto Blueberry plum cake Beautiful and enticing images accompany
each recipe, and Rodríguez also provides insight into the joys and advantages of the vegan diet in a lengthy and thoughtful introduction. So
whether you are a gastronome, a fervent sweet tooth, or just a curious diner, there is undoubtedly a recipe in this book for you to try and
enjoy. Skyhorse Publishing, along with our Good Books and Arcade imprints, is proud to publish a broad range of cookbooks, including books
on juicing, grilling, baking, frying, home brewing and winemaking, slow cookers, and cast iron cooking. We’ve been successful with books on
gluten-free cooking, vegetarian and vegan cooking, paleo, raw foods, and more. Our list includes French cooking, Swedish cooking, Austrian
and German cooking, Cajun cooking, as well as books on jerky, canning and preserving, peanut butter, meatballs, oil and vinegar, bone
broth, and more. While not every title we publish becomes a New York Times bestseller or a national bestseller, we are committed to books
on subjects that are sometimes overlooked and to authors whose work might not otherwise find a home.
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The answers for perfect teeth, unblemished skin, and pristine hair are in this book. Dr. Price was 75 years ahead of his time. In this book, he
demonstrates that isolated groups of people living in accordance with Nature have the best overall physical and mental health. Diseases
inflicting “modern” humans are unheard of in most of these study groups. Dr. Weston Andrew Price, DDS, was called the “Isaac Newton of
Nutrition” and the “Darwin of Nutrition.” This edition of Dr. Price’s classic is modernized with the epub format. It is easier to read on
smartphones and tablets. It also includes updated statistics and additional images. Dr. Price shows that illness, disease, behavior, criminality,
anemia, voice, and even cheek-line, are all within the domain of Nutrition. “If civilized man is to survive, he must incorporate the
fundamentals of primitive nutritional wisdom into his modern lifestyle.” —Dr. Weston A. Price, DDS
Supporting STEM-based learning, this fact-filled book for animal lovers ages 6-9 is the ultimate guide to all sorts of amazing creatures from
across the globe, entertaining and educating young readers through a combination of close-up images, quirky trivia facts, quiz questions, and
fascinating tidbits on everything from tigers to tardigrades. How many hearts does an octopus have? Which is the most poisonous animal
alive? Why could a penguin never live in a hot desert? Find out the answers to these questions and more in DKfindout! Animals, which
features stunning wildlife photography of animals in their natural environments, throughout every stage of their life cycles. This book teaches
young zoologists what distinguishes each branch of the animal kingdom, while sections on habitats like mountains, forests, and grasslands
provide a closer look at the particular animals that live in each and have adapted to its unique challenges. Along the way, readers will
discover the different diets of carnivores and herbivores, find out how food chains work, and learn about the various kinds of homes animals
live in, from bear dens to beaver dams. Vetted by educational consultants, the DKfindout! series drives kids ages 6-9 to become experts on
more than 30 of their favorite STEM- and history-related subjects, whether Vikings, volcanoes, or robots. This series covers the subjects that
kids really want to learn about-ones that have a direct impact on the world around them, like climate change, space exploration, and rapidly
evolving technology-making learning fun through amazing images, stimulating quizzes, and cutting-edge information. The DKfindout! series is
one that kids will want to turn to again and again.

DKfindout! Animals teaches kids everything they would want to know about the animal kingdom. With beautiful
photography, lively illustrations, and key curriculum information, the DKfindout! series will satisfy any child who is eager
to learn and acquire facts - and keep them coming back for more! For any kid that can't get enough of animals facts,
DKfindout! Animals is packed with up-to-date information, fun quizzes and incredible images of all their favourite
creatures, from mammals to reptiles. Discover what makes up a bird and how animals use camouflage to hide, to which
animal spends the longest time in bed. DKfindout! Animals will surprise and delight young readers.
Provides a colorfully illustrated introduction to dentistry and good dental hygiene along with historic tales, fun facts, and
dental-related trivia. By the creator of The Scrambled States of America. 50,000 first printing. BOMC.
Write, simplify, and evaluate algebraic expressions to explore how quickly germs can spread! This informative title
teaches children all about germs and how they spread, encouraging healthy habits, while allowing them to practice
algebraic expression, exponential form, and distributive property. With eye-catching images, easy-to-read text, related
practice problems, clear mathematical diagrams, STEMPage
themes,
and an accessible glossary and index, this book gives
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readers the necessary tools to feel comfortable writing, simplifying, and evaluating expressions!
Biblical Evidence That Animals Really Do Go To Heaven. If you have pets or are grieving the loss of a pet then you must
read this book. We love our pets and they love us. They become part of the family and it is painful when we have to say
goodbye, however, you will be comforted to know that they are not gone forever as many people would believe. Inside
this book you will get a glimpse of what heaven will be like and you will see that God loves and cares for his animals and
there is indeed a place for them in heaven. In this book you will learn that animals are innocent and are not in need of
salvation and that it was never our Heavenly Father' desire that we or his animals would suffer death. The pets that we
had to say goodbye to are alive in heaven right now in their spiritual bodies and we will see them again if we accept
Jesus as our Savior. Your Pet Is Not Gone Forever. I know how hard it is to lose a pet. I've had the pleasure of caring for
many pets throughout my life and I am grief stricken every time one of them passes away. Dealing with the loss of a pet
is difficult, especially when you've been taught as a child and led to believe throughout the years by misinformed people
such as parents, family, and friends that they are gone forever and that you'll never see them again. After losing my
Black Lab back in December 2009 and then my Golden Retriever in 2011 I decided to find out for myself what the Bible
had to say about the subject. What I found out was very comforting and I know you will be comforted too when you read
this book.
Haven’t we all been told how beauty is thin as truth? And don’t we believe and disbelieve this “lie we’d carve and
starve for. / We’d suck it till the juice ran down our arms”? Skin compels us, repels us. Beauty may be only skin deep, a
fine covering—sensuous, at times translucent, almost transparent, and yet so obdurate. Skin insulates, guarding its vital
organs just beneath this surface that teases us to peek, to try to penetrate. We call this desire by many names, the best
of which is love. April Lindner’s sensuously orchestrated collection of poems conveys the beauty and truth of love, how
we know it to be paradoxical, obsessive, fearful, rapacious, holy.—Robert FinkFontanelHere’s the ravine, a stretch of
skinspanning the breach like a footbridge.Canvas-thin, it trembles with the bloodthat runs beneath. Something less
tangiblecourses there too, a whitewater flumeof images: the stretching housecat;car keys that sing and catch
light;floorboards knotted with dark, animal eyes;the window with its shifting square of sky.All things equal, each thing
startling,and everything unmediated by the mind’shabitual grapple with whyand so what. You frown at a fadedwallpaper
pineapple, and the membraneflutters harder. I’m carefulwhen I comb your sparse brown hair.When I sing your name I
borrow a liltI’d never use in speech. The wordsdon’t matter; I’m saying drink me while you can,like milk. Let me be flesh
and flannel,hands that loosen your tangled blanket.Know me by scent before you learn my name,before doorknobs turn
into doorknobs,before the gates knit shut.
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A student dictionary with special features. The first part provides a guide to using the dictionary. The back section
provides reference materials such as maps, mathematical tables, test-taking tips, etc.
A collection of updated recipes for classic and forgotten cakes features such options as jam cake with caramel chocolate
ganache, lemon icebox cake with white chocolate cream, and eggnog bundt cake with brandy butter glaze.
Overzicht in woord en beeld van het werk van de geëngageerde Britse graffiti-kunstenaar (1973- ).
We see unusual animals in the zoo or on TV, but have you ever wondered how they came to be discovered? Some of these
animals were so strange and different that they were originally thought to have been invented or made up. These books tell the
story of some of those animals: the reports of their first discovery and people's reactions to them, the search for evidence of their
existence, and how they became recognized as real animals. The books also describe the animals themselves and what makes
them special or different.
Are you a fudge lover? And are you sick of the same old recipes that call for condensed milk and chocolate chips? Ever thought
you couldn't find a fudge recipe to suit your needs? This cookbook is the solution! It includes everything from fudgy chocolate cake
to gooey chess pie, plus some other mouth-watering ideas. Everything included can be made into a candy, and then, of course, it
goes right to the candy jar. This is a book that will cause you to want to make fudge! And the fact that it has a variety of recipes will
make this cookbook even more appealing. You can't go wrong with a book that has so many different kinds of fudge in it. Whether
you're looking for an indulgent dessert or a great gift, this is the book to get. The recipes are simple to follow, easy, and tasty. They
are not so difficult that you cannot make them. The book has the basic knowledge you need and has tips and tricks for making
your favorite treat even better. There are various kinds of fudge recipes, so people must know what kind of fudge they can make.
There are some recipes in this book that would be good for any time or event, so there is no reason why anyone should not have
this book in their homes. Everything that a person needs to know to make the fudge, every step of the way, is laid out in easy to
follow instructions. This book contains the following chapters: - Peanut Butter Chocolate Fudge - Sour Cream Fudge - Nuff Said
Maple Bacon Fudge - Candy cane fudge - Milky Way fudge - And so much more!!! To make this a fun book to use, the author
includes all kinds of great graphics and images that will catch the eye. It's even more fun than reading it and adds some sparkle to
the book and makes it appealing. These fudge recipes will surely satisfy your sweet tooth, so what are you waiting for? Grab this
book now and share this with everyone!!
"Modernism is simply the result of the extremely progressive evolution of the American pastry industry. With the use of all ethnic
influences, creative flavor combinations enhanced by incredibly visual designs is truly the global trend-setter for the millennium."
Norman Love Corporate Pastry Chef, Ritz-Carlton Hotel Company Milk Chocolate-Ginger Mousse with Liquid Chocolate Center
Norman Love Corporate Pastry Chef, Ritz-Carlton Hotel Company, Naples, Florida. Mont Blanc Michael Hu Executive Pastry Chef,
Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, New York Midnight Macadamia Torte Kim O'Flaherty Pastry Cook, Essex House Hotel, New York.
Chocolate and Pear Mousse Ensemble Eric Perez Executive Pastry Chef, Ritz-Carlton Tyson's Corners, Virginia. Chocolate
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Croissant Bread Pudding with Specky Vanilla Ice Cream and Caramel Marshall Rosenthal Executive Pastry Chef, Trump Taj
Mahal Hotel and Casino, Atlantic City, New Jersey Butter Pecan Custard Cake Wayne Brachman Executive Pastry Chef, Mesa
Grill and Bolo, both in New York.
Een nieuwe editie van deze hardhandige cursus Zelfkennis, waarvan inmiddels meer dan 200 000 exemplaren zijn verkocht. ‘I
fuck dogs,’ sprak ooit een Nederlandse hondenfokster. Over dit soort (en ergere) misverstanden tussen Nederlanders en
buitenlanders gaat The Undutchables. Want ondanks hun al lange verblijf tussen ons dierbare klompenvolk zijn de auteurs, een
Engelse en een Amerikaanse half-immigrant, nog steeds niet over hun verbazing heen. Zij onderwierpen Nederland en de
Nederlanders aan een objectieve en geestige analyse.
Write, simplify, and evaluate algebraic expressions to explore how quickly germs can spread! This informative title teaches
children all about germs and how they spread, encouraging healthy habits, while allowing them to practice algebraic expression,
exponential form, and distributive property. With eye-catching images, easy-to-read text, related practice problems, clear
mathematical diagrams, STEM themes, and an accessible glossary and index, this book gives readers the necessary tools to feel
comfortable writing, simplifying, and evaluating expressions! This 6-Pack includes six copies of this title and a lesson plan.
Nothing could be plainer than the nose on your face (and the mouth below it), but the mouth and nose have big, important jobs to
do. Their work is not as simple as a quick sniff or nibble of pizza makes it seem. Learn how the jaw, mouth, and throat all work
together, how the process of eating works, and what happens in the nose when we take a whiff of that apple pie in the oven. This
book highlights, in both the text and in the stunning images, the complexities of such seemingly simple sensory organs.
Runa (14) vertrekt vanuit Italië met vijftig wolven op zoek naar een veilige plek voor de bedreigde dieren. Een van hen is Rocco, die van
mens in een wolf is veranderd. Het wordt een gevaarlijke tocht, waarbij wolvenhater Giacomo maar ook journalisten en de kinderbescherming
haar proberen te dwarsbomen. Vanaf ca. 12 jaar.
Lam ter slachtbank is afkomstig uit de bundel M n liefje, m n duifje, die nog zeventien andere spannende korte verhalen over de duistere kant
van het menselijke karakter bevat.Een vrouw serveert een opmerkelijk gerecht aan een stel nietsvermoedende agenten.Roald Dahl, de alom
geprezen schrijver van Sjakie en de chocoladefabriek, De GVR, Matilda en vele andere klassiekers voor kinderen, schreef ook bundels met
korte verhalen voor volwassenen. Veel van deze betoverend angstaanjagende verhalen zijn verfilmd, en laten tot op de dag van vandaag
iedere lezer huiveren. Dahl kan met recht de grootmeester van het korte verhaal worden genoemd.
Omdat Vos het gezellig wil maken in zijn hol, gaat hij naar Kunstmuseum Den Haag. Hij vindt er allerlei mooie schilderijen en andere
kunstwerken. Maar dan wordt Berlage wakker! Prentenboek over de architect Berlage (1856-1934), met kleurenillustraties gebaseerd op zijn
werk. Voorlezen vanaf ca. 5 t/m 8 jaar.
The echidna is a living fossil whose relatives were walking the earth over 100 million years ago. It is one of the world's most extraordinary
creatures and like the platypus, is a mammal that lays eggs, and also has fur and produces milk like all mammals. This book covers their
evolution, anatomy, senses, reproduction, behaviour, feeding habits and metabolism, it show how echidnas are masters of their environment
and not simply some sort of mammal 'test model' that went wrong.
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Chocolate layer cake. Fudge brownies. Chocolate chip cookies. Boxes of chocolate truffles. Cups of cocoa. Hot fudge sundaes. Chocolate is
synonymous with our cultural sweet tooth, our restaurant dessert menus, and our idea of indulgence. Chocolate is adored around the world
and has been since the Spanish first encountered cocoa beans in South America in the sixteenth century. It is seen as magical, addictive,
and powerful beyond anything that can be explained by its ingredients, and in Chocolate Sarah Moss and Alec Badenoch explore the origins
and growth of this almost universal obsession. Moss and Badenoch recount the history of chocolate, which from ancient times has been
associated with sexuality, sin, blood, and sacrifice. The first Spanish accounts claim that the Aztecs and Mayans used chocolate as a
substitute for blood in sacrificial rituals and as a currency to replace gold. In the eighteenth century chocolate became regarded as an
aphrodisiac—the first step on the road to today’s boxes of Valentine delights. Chocolate also looks at today’s mass-production of chocolate,
with brands such as Hershey’s, Lindt, and Cadbury dominating our supermarket shelves. Packed with tempting images and decadent
descriptions of chocolate throughout the ages, Chocolate will be as irresistible as the tasty treats it describes.
Fresh, cheerful, and vibrant: meet Virginia Horstmann. Famous in Germany for her charming cooking blog Sugar, Cinnamon, and Love,
Virginia delivers just that as she welcomes us into her sugary kitchen with her debut cookbook. With beautiful full color images throughout,
this book offers 78 recipes of refined-yet-simple, classic desserts. With recipes that range from lighter treats to sinfully rich delights, the book
is broken down into five sections, Small Sweet Sins, For the Cake Plate, From the Cookie Jar, French Tarts & American Pies, and last but not
least, In Chocolate Heaven. Readers will enjoy such dishes as: • Apple and carrot walnut cake with caramelized walnuts • Chocolate truffle
tart • Cherry-banana cheesecake • Coconut-chocolate scones • Mini-donuts • Cherry galettes, and more! Virginia Horstmann’s collection of
delightful treats is elegant and diverse; cookie lovers, cake lovers, fruit lovers, chocoholics—there’s something beautiful and delicious for
every kind of sweet tooth imaginable. The presentation alone of each dessert is enough to make your mouth water. Indulge yourself in these
dreamy confections! Skyhorse Publishing, along with our Good Books and Arcade imprints, is proud to publish a broad range of cookbooks,
including books on juicing, grilling, baking, frying, home brewing and winemaking, slow cookers, and cast iron cooking. We’ve been
successful with books on gluten-free cooking, vegetarian and vegan cooking, paleo, raw foods, and more. Our list includes French cooking,
Swedish cooking, Austrian and German cooking, Cajun cooking, as well as books on jerky, canning and preserving, peanut butter, meatballs,
oil and vinegar, bone broth, and more. While not every title we publish becomes a New York Times bestseller or a national bestseller, we are
committed to books on subjects that are sometimes overlooked and to authors whose work might not otherwise find a home.
Sugar makes foods sweet. It is found naturally in many foods and is added to others. Too much sugar can cause health problems. Your Body
on Sugar uncovers the nutritional benefits of sugar, how it interacts with the body, and how to include it as part of a balanced diet. Easy-toread text, vivid images, and helpful back matter give readers a clear look at this subject. Features include a table of contents, infographics, a
glossary, additional resources, and an index. Aligned to Common Core Standards and correlated to state standards. Core Library is an
imprint of Abdo Publishing, a division of ABDO.

Documents the history of candy and confectionary from ancient times to the present day, looking at the biology of candy, its role in
folklore and myth, and the candy manufacturing process. Reprint. 12,000 first printing.
Als Sadie het idyllische Poet’s Cottage erft, is ze vastberaden om alles te ontdekken over Pearl, haar beroemde grootmoeder. Zij
was een excentrieke schrijfster die in de jaren dertig met haar levensstijl het ene schandaal na het andere veroorzaakte op het
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keurige Tasmaanse eilandje. Tot groot verdriet van de familie heeft men nooit kunnen ophelderen wie verantwoordelijk was voor
Pearls mysterieuze dood in de kelder van het huis. Terwijl Sadie en haar dochter Betty de waarheid over Pearl naar boven
proberen te krijgen, beginnen er vreemde dingen te gebeuren in de cottage. Als het daglicht uiteindelijk doordringt tot het geheim
van de kelder, blijkt de waarheid nog onvoorstelbaarder dan Sadie op basis van de jarenlange geruchten voor mogelijk had
gehouden...
In deze Pulitzer Prize-winnende roman vertelt Celie, een arme zwarte vrouw, haar levensverhaal. Vanaf haar veertiende, toen ze
werd misbruikt door haar vader, tot en met haar huwelijk met `Mister , een wrede man die haar leven ondraaglijk maakte. De
ontdekking dat hij jarenlang brieven van haar zusje voor haar achterhield en de liefde en eigenwaarde die ze eindelijk vond bij
haar vriendin Shug, gaven haar de kracht om terug te vechten.
Did you know human bones are eight times stronger than concrete? Or that both humans and giraffes have seven vertebrae in
their necks? You will learn about these amazing human body facts and much more in this fascinating book for children. Packed
with amazing 3D computer images highlighted in different colors, The Skeleton Book allows children to explore every bone and
joint in the human body in minute detail. Take a look at the spongy inside and tough exterior of the bone structure. Learn about the
longest bone in the body and see how bones grow with age. Find out how millions of years of evolution has helped the human
body to perform so many tasks with precision. Become a fossil detective and see how archaeologists study and reconstruct
ancient skeletons. Explore the future with bionic skeletons and 3D printed bones. With an embossed cover and a pull out five-foot
skeleton poster inside the book, The Skeleton Book gives perspective for kids to study a life-size version of the human skeleton.
Moments tells the story of the heart-wrenching and unforgettable events that happened in author Steven Wongs life over the past
decade. As part of his philosophy of giving back to society, he has compiled the details of his journey from a seemingly healthy life
into the throes of a life-threatening disease. The events he discusses in Moments are based upon his real-life experiences as a
patient. When he finally sought a second opinion after months of what appeared to influenza, his life was forever changed by the
outcome of the doctors findings. His story reveals the journey and challenges that he experienced while battling nasopharyngeal
carcinoma, commonly known as cancer of the throat. He recounts errors in judgment, missteps that could be avoided, oversights,
and consequences that he had to endure as a patient. He candidly and poignantly discusses the effect his disease had on his
friendships. In fact, he categorized his friendships into three groups: true friends, friends, and dubious friends. The hurt he
experienced when he realised that many of his friends could not handle his illness was deep. His perseverance and determination,
along with the love of family and friends, made this unexpected journey manageable, bearable, and memorable. Now he seeks to
inspire and motivate others to move forward courageously when faced with challenging circumstances during their lifes journeys.
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